Power the innovation lifecycle

Scholarly and intellectual property solutions for government agencies.
In the modern knowledge economy, innovation increasingly serves as the driver of job creation and economic prosperity. The economic impact of intellectual property is massive – for example, IP-intensive industries account for 38% of GDP and a 46% wage premium in the US.\(^1\)

Government agencies play a critical role in fostering innovation from policy making and investing in basic science research in academia or at government facilities, through to commercialization initiatives and licensing of patents to the private sector.

At each stage of the innovation lifecycle, government agencies rely on Clarivate’s trusted scholarly and patent data, world-class IP platforms and professional services expertise.

**Fostering innovation and economic growth**

- Horizon scanning to detect early signals
- Making science and technology policy
- Undertaking early stage scientific research
- Evaluating research funding applications and demonstrating impact
- Assessing the commercial potential of inventions
- Prosecuting patents and managing an IP portfolio
- Transferring knowledge and licensing patents

**Powering the innovation lifecycle with the world’s most trusted data, applications and services**

Derwent and Web of Science power the innovation lifecycle from idea to commercialization. Our solutions are used by government agencies to monitor technology trends and the IP landscape, prosecute patents, manage an IP portfolio, monetize and license assets and demonstrate commercialization performance.

**Derwent World Patents Index**

The world’s most trusted source of patent information – where the use and advantage of a patent are clearly stated.

**Derwent Innovation**

The faster, smarter way to search for and analyze patent information – powered by Derwent World Patents Index.

**IP services**

Industry leading enhanced data, research and analysis tools combined with extensive knowledge and deep IP expertise.

\(^1\) Intellectual Property and the U.S. Economy: 2016 Update (USPTO)
Why choose Derwent?

For over 50 years Derwent has been the leader in patent-smart technology, content and applications, and delivers the benchmark for patent data – Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI).

DWPI is accurate, precisely-indexed and enhanced with titles and comprehensive abstracts in English, and is the world’s most trusted source of patent information.

- 90% Results in Derwent Innovation are highly relevant to the user’s search
- 70% Using other solutions
- 30% Of relevant content missed by other patent search solutions, often because patent records have been coded
- 86% Of Derwent World Patents Index records originate from non-English patents

- 52 patent issuing authorities covered
- 40+ patent offices use Derwent to evaluate new patents
- 900+ technical and patent savvy editors
- 115,000 patents processed per week in up to 30 languages
- 36.5 million patent families across more than…
- 64.8 million patent documents worldwide
- 18-20% of patent office records require correction by Clarivate

39 million literature citations
182 million forward citations
182 million backward citations
Why choose Web of Science?

Web of Science provides access to an unrivalled breadth of world class research literature from a rigorously selected core of journals. This delivers a unique combination of discovery through meticulously captured metadata and citation connections, coupled with guaranteed quality, impact and neutrality.

96M
Records and...

1B
Citations back to 1900

2K-3K
Journal titles reviewed per year by our editorial team for inclusion in the Web of Science primary indexes.

10-12%
Are accepted for inclusion at present

What else do we offer government agencies?

Derwent Data Feed and API
Programmatic access to global patent content in an XML format for integration into dashboards, databases and applications.

Dashboards
Custom built dashboards integrating and linking content from Clarivate, 3rd party sources and Government internal repositories to produce insightful metrics for decision support.

Derwent Data Analyzer
Industry leading analysis tool for transforming large amounts of IP data into actionable intelligence.

Professional services for:

• State of the science reports
• Research assessments
• Patent landscape reports
• Patent Analytics
• Patent Preparation and Prosecution
• Patent Search
• Patent licensing
• IP Administration
• Life science investigations, analysis and reports

clarivate.com/derwent
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